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Abstract— Video Compression is a necessity in today’s life to bring down the storage requirements to manageable
levels and to transmit data with existing channel capacities. H.264 is one of the recent video compression standards.
H.264 Encoder consists of various functional modules such as Intra prediction processor, an Integer transform,
Quantization processor and a CAVLC (Context Adaptive Variable Length Coder). Amongst these modules, CAVLC is
a lossless compression technique. Paper proposes use of RAM to speed up operation of CAVLC unit.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Video compression has become necessity today to save storage and bandwidth. This requirement for compression has led
to development of various video compression standards and techniques. H.264 is one of the recent video compression
standards. H.264 encoder comprises of prediction, transform, quantization and encoding processes to produce
compressed bit stream. H.264 decoder involves the complementary processes of decoding, dequantization, inverse
transform, and reconstruction to produce displayable video sequence. Paper focuses on CAVLC (Context Adaptive
Variable Length Coder) unit of H.264 encoder. CAVLC is lossless stage of H.264 encoder. CAVLC improves coding
efficiency over simple VLC. Codewords used by CAVLC are stored in LUTs (Lookup Tables) and choice of codeword
depends on frequency of occurrence of symbol it represents. Essentially each symbol uses multiple VLC tables that are
adapted to the symbol’s context to create a codeword. Paper proposes an architecture that uses RAM to store previously
coded 4x4 blocks of nonzero coefficients which are used in the next stage. This use of RAM speeds up processing of
CAVLC.
II. ENTROPY CODING IN H.264
For the coding of the quantized transform coefficients, H.264 offers two entropy coding methods: Context-Adaptive
Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) and Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC).
Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding
After the zig-zag scan, the number of trailing zeros and trailing ones are considered. Depending on the statistics of the
neighbouring blocks, it uses one of four available VLC tables to encode this data. The encoder then codes the coefficients
in reverse order, choosing one of six possible Exp-Golomb code tables defined in the standard.
Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
This method has the following desirable properties:
• It is possible to assign a non-integer number of bits to each symbol, e.g. transform coefficient, which is
advantageous for symbols with higher probability than 0.5.
• The adaptive arithmetic code allows the code to change as the statistics of the input changes.
The implementation complexity is kept to a minimum by utilizing only shifts and table look-ups.
CAVLC is supported in all H.264 profiles, unlike CABAC which is not supported in Baseline and Extended profiles.
On the downside, CABAC entropy coding is significantly more computationally intensive than CAVLC.
III. CAVLC ALGORITHM
A video sequence is input to the integer transform and quantization processor. Where the Y, Cb, Cr components are intra
predicted, transformed and quantized. Quantized coefficients are then fed to CAVLC module which assigns variable
length codes to get the desired compressed bit stream. The quantized coefficients are 4x4 blocks of data which is scanned
in zigzag manner and then fed to CAVLC processor after quantization.

Fig.1 Zigzag scan order
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CAVLC takes every 4x4 block of transformed and quantized coefficients and reorders the data into a vector using the
zig- zag scan. When encoding intra predicted and chroma macroblocks, H.264 encodes the DC coefficients (the top left
most coefficient of a 4x4 block) of a macroblock separately from the rest of the coefficients.
The coefficient vectors are then analysed and converted into a binary bit stream by the CAVLC. CAVLC is optimized for
encoding the transformed and quantized residual data. The binary bit streams contain 5 sections as listed below.
1. Coefficient Token:
The coefficient token is a VLC that contains information concerning the total number of non-zero coefficients in the
vector, in addition to the number of “Trailing Ones”. The token is determined using a LUT.
2. Trailing Ones:
A string of positive and negative ones often occur at the end of the coefficient vector. Since they are so common,
CAVLC makes a special case for up to three trailing ones. A single bit for each trailing one is used to encode the sign of
that trailing one, (1 for negative, 0 for positive) in reverse zig zag scan order.
3. Total Zeros:
This portion of the bit stream contains information regarding the number of zeros that are embedded within the non-zero
coefficients. A VLC is determined using an LUT and based on the number of non-zero coefficients and embedded zeros.
4. Levels:
The value of each of the remaining non-zero coefficients in reverse order is found in the levels portion of the CAVLC bit
stream. Each level can be encoded using one of 7 LUTs, or through stream processing. The length of each level increases
as the absolute value of the coefficients increase.
5. Run Before:
For every non-zero coefficient (until all the embedded zeros have been accounted for) a few bits are appended to the bit
stream that tells the decoder how many zeros “run before” the current coefficient.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE OF CAVLC

Fig. 2 Cavlc Architecture
FIFO (First in first out) :
In this proposed architecture FIFO is used to receive and storing data coming from transform and quantization blocks of
H.264 codec. We can say that FIFO will provide medium for coming data to pass to the CAVLC encoder. The incoming
10 bit data from transform and quantization blocks is writing to FIFO using write clock (wr_clk) and write enable
(wr_en). When this data is needed by CAVLC encoder it will read from FIFO using read clock (rd_clk) and read enable
(rd_en). This outgoing 10bit data is going to the zigzag scan module of CAVLC encoder.
Timing and control logic:
This module will decide on which time which module is perform its function. Control module is used to control the
overall operating sequence orders and generate the control signals those are necessary for each functional unit. When
previous stage (transfers and quantize unit) finishes one block and writes data to FIFO, and then Control module will
activate the CAVLC to start reading data from FIFO for encoding.
Zigzag Scan block:
When the encoding processing starts, residuals and the type of blocks are sent to zigzag scan module under the control of
control module. The backward scan technology is adopted, which scans 4×4 macroblock coefficients in following
manners.
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Fig.3 4×4 block
RAM and RAM controller:
RAM is used to store number of coefficients of all encoded macroblock which are needed to calculate nC. This nC
calculator will take stored number of coefficients of upper macroblock and left macroblock of current encoding
macroblock.RAM controller controlling access of data from RAM according to read or write operation by providing data
to nC calculator and taking data from coeff_token to store number of coefficient of current macroblock.
nC calculator:
CAVLC also predicts the number of coefficients in the current array using the context variables nA and nB. These two
variables represent the number of non zero coefficients in the neighbouring 4x4 blocks, in particular the blocks that lie
above (nA) and to the left (nB) of the current 4x4 block.
Coeff_token block:
The Coeff_token generates the code by calculating the values of Totalcoeffs, number of T1 and nC value from the nC
generator block. After taking the nC value from the nC generator block, the Coeff_token block implemented VLC tables
and FLC table instead.
T1 sign encoding:
This block takes input from zigzag scan block in reverse order. Then from last coefficient it finds trailing one and
encodes is sign as 1 for negative and 0 for positive. Up to maximum three trailing ones it will encode sign and after that it
takes coefficient as level coefficient. will be the code output and length depending on the value of the Totalzeros and
Totalcoeffs.
Level encode block:
The level block encodes the nonzero coefficients. Level gives the level of each nonzero coefficient. The format of the
level code is the level prefix followed by bit 1 and that followed by level suffix. Level prefix is the array of zeros that are
in level code and level suffix is the array of bits. The level input is taken for each nonzero coefficient and this block
generates the level prefix, length of level prefix, level suffix and length of level suffix based on the look up tables. These
are then sent to the data packer.
Run before block:
The run before block encodes the number of zeros preceding each nonzero coefficient in reverse zigzag order by taking
the inputs run before, Totalcoeffs and Totalzeros. The block calculates the run before for each nonzero coefficient. It
determines the number of zeros left by subtracting the run before from Totalzeros. Depending on the value of the zeros
left and the run before, the code and the length of the code are determined from the look up table.
Data Packer:
The data packer receives all the codewords generated in the encoding phase, and when enabled, creates the bit stream.
The Data Packer block gets T1’s Sign inputs from trailing one sign encoding clock; Coefftoken and length of the token
from the Coefftoken block; Totalzeros code and its length from the Totalzeros block; Level suffix, level prefix and their
lengths from the level block; Run before code and its length for each nonzero coefficient from run before block. The
Data Packer generator reads in the inputs and their lengths and appends all the code based on their lengths together in
order to generate the encoded bitstream.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Coeff_token block Simulation

Fig.4. coefficient token simulation
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T1 sign encoding simulation

Fig.5. Trailing ones sign encoding simulation
Total Zeros block Simulation

Fig.6. Total embedded zeros simulation
Run before Simulation:

Fig.7. Runbefore simulation
VI. CONCLUSION
CAVLC is the entropy coding method adopted in H.264/AVC. In this paper, I present technique for CAVLC VLSI
implementation which has internal RAM for storing nA and nB. All modules of CAVLC are worked in parallel so there
is no need to wait for completion of any module. The CAVLC architecture was designed and verified with simulations
using Modelsim. Verilog HDL description of the architecture was verified for functionality with simulation.
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